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QUESTION 1

Can database replicas with different On Disk Structures (ODS) replicate? 

A. No. 

B. Yes, regardless of the release. 

C. Yes, as long as all servers are of the same release. 

D. Yes, although cluster replication requires the same ODS for cluster replicas of a database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the nsd -svcstart command used for? 

A. to start the NSD service 

B. to start the IBM Domino Windows service 

C. to start server logging on the NSD service 

D. to start the server thread request in the NSD task 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A new Program document is created to run the Database Maintenance Tool. What value must be specified for the
"Command line" field in order to perform Fixup every Monday on databases that cannot be compacted? 

A. -force 2 

B. -fixup Monday 

C. -compactNdays 7 

D. -runFixup Monday 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When the LDAP service runs on a server, it spawns a schema daemon that runs at regular intervals. What is the
schema daemon used for? 

A. The schema daemon is a task that must be loaded on all Domino servers configured with an Extended Directory
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Catalog. 

B. The schema daemon monitors the Directory Assistance database and redirects name searches to the most
appropriate server. 

C. The schema daemon updates the IBM Domino Directory each time a new entry is added so it can be served up by
the LDAP task. 

D. The schema daemon ensures that each LDAP service running in the domain uses a schema that is up-to-date and
consistent across servers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The IBM Domino Configuration Tuner database in the environment contains outdated rulesets. In what way are new
rules applied? 

A. The new rules must be manually copied from the Domino server into the existing database. 

B. The new template design is retrieved from the Domino server and applied to the database with the new rules. 

C. The new rules must be manually created for the environment from the descriptors provided by the Domino server. 

D. The Domino Configuration Tuner server task must be stopped, and the existing database must be deleted. Restarting
the Domino Configuration Tuner task will build a database with the new rulesets. 

Correct Answer: B 
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